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Cloud Backup with Veeam Cloud Connect 
Ransomware, security exploits, and compliance violations 
are digital threats you can securely mitigate with a data 
protection strategy. OffsiteDataSync’s Veeam-Powered Cloud 
Backup solution reduces risk and makes data protection 
simple and effective. 

Maximize Availability with Cloud Connect 
Backup and Disaster Recovery 
OffsiteDataSync and Veeam have been partnered for years. As one of the largest Platinum Veeam Cloud Service Provider in North America with the 
Veeam Accredited Service Partner (VASP) designation, we lead the industry in technical implementation and expertise related to Veeam products.   

Cloud Solutions, Powered by

Disaster Recovery with Veeam Cloud Connect
In today’s connected world, your customers, vendors, and 
stakeholders expect hyper-availability. There is no tolerance for 
downtime. Protect your organization from crippling 
interruptions with Disaster Recovery as a Service from 
OffsiteDataSync. 

Archive Storage 
Not all data is created equally, so why protect it like it is? All 
data is important and needs and appropriate level of 
protection. The key is aligning the level of availability with 
the value of data. 

Cloud Based Backup for Office 365 
OffsiteDataSync’s Veeam-Powered cloud backup solution 
for Office 365, SharePoint and OneDrive reduces risk and 
addresses unrecognized dangers through simple, secure 
and effective protection for critical corporate data.

FLEXIBLE 
Dynamically allocated 
cloud storage based on 
real-time data 
performance needs. 
Hypervisor agnostic, 
helping avoid vendor 
lock-in.

INTELLIGENT
Online portal for 
centralized 
reporting,managin
g your services, and 
obtaining Veeam 
credentials.

AGGRESSIVE 
RECOVERY TIMES 
Aggressive range of 
failover and recovery 
times, customized to 
your organization’s 
needs.

ONE-CLICK FAILOVER
Recover your full site or a 
single server with your 
index finger to a VMware 
or Hyper-V environment 
for disasters or recovery 
testing.

AUTOMATED 
Policy-based migration of 
data into tiers of 
availability will achieve 
optimal mix of fast 
recovery and longer-term.

COMPREHENSIVE 
Recover individual 
mail, contact and 
calendar items or 
download an entire 
mailbox as a PST. 

COMPLIANT 
Keep and store data 
based upon long-term 
retention policies for 
regulatory or 
compliance needs.

INTELLIGENT
Online portal for 
centralized reporting, 
alerting, and protection 
insights.

CREDENTIALED PROFESSIONALS
Proven Veeam experts, weathered recovery professionals. VMware vExpert, Veeam Certified Engineers (VMCE), Veeam Accredited 
Service Provider (VASP). When hyper-availability is a must, count on OffsiteDataSync.
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Customer
Core-Values
We believe in reliable performance, solid service and a great 
experience - that’s our promise to you. We’ve built a company 
around those core values and a customer first focus. 

GET STARTED AT OFFSITEDATASYNC.COM

Why OffsiteDataSync:
CLOUD SOLUTIONS, POWERED BY

Cloud Backup, Powered by Veeam   
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OffsiteDataSync was founded on the belief that 
organizations are built around people. When organizations 
succeed, people thrive. We believe in protecting 
organizations because we believe in helping people. 
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TRUSTED
3x Veeam Partner of the Year for Outstanding Delivery of 

Veeam Cloud Services, DRaaS Zerto Gold Alliance Partner, 
VMWare Enterprise Cloud Provider

EXPERIENCED
20 Years Delivering World-Class Data Protection Services with 

Hundreds of Thousands of Physical and Virtual Machines

COMPLIANT
SOC II, HIPAA, PCI-DSS, ISO 27001

INNOVATIVE
Forward-Thinking Public, Private, & Hybrid Cloud Solutions

ACCREDITED
Professional & Managed Services

GLOBAL
Serving North America as OffsiteDataSync, 

EMEA & APAC Markets as KeepItSafe
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